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Rhodes idea sparks controversy
Jerome calls it 'Political handling'
By JUDY EICHER
Managing Editor
Gov. James A.
Rhodes' recent
proposal to add a
student, faculty
member and the
president of the
university to
boards of trustees was termed
"political handling" by University Presl- Or. Jerome
dent William T. Jerome ill yesterday afternoon.
These additional members would
hold no voting power.
This proposal stirred up controversy
among all university
presidents attending the recent Columbus meeting of the Board of Regents, governing body of Ohio state
universities.
"This proposal was never discussed with any of the university
presidents," said President Jerone, adding that "when a proposal
like this goes from the Board of
Regents to the legislature, presidents feel that decisions are being
made by others."
Although the proposal sounds

nice, it's not going to further communication at all, according to Jerone. BG's Board of Trustees meets
only four times a year and "how
do you learn with a one year appointment, especially when the
board sometimes meets during student vacations," said Jerome.
The provision that the members
be non-voting members seems to
upset President Jerome all the
more. "If you're going to have all
these people, why r-?t let them
vote?"
And, "Why not add the labor staff
element of the University to the
Board of Trustees also?"
But, Dr. Jerome really fails
to see the advantage to having
a "member on the board with no
power."
"Rhodes has suggested membership of these groups on the board
of trustees and he, the Board of
Regents, and the legislature are
eroding the power of the trustees."
President Jeronw sees Rhodes'
proposal as a culmination of attempts to subvert the power of the
individual boards of trustees, channeling their important activities
into the Board of Regents.
This action could result In still-
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life universities, blank memory
shops where conformity is the
mean.
"The only clear cut power the
Board of Trustees presently holds
Is the hiring and firing of personnel," stated Dr. Jerome. "Enrollments are earmarked, budgets
and fees are now being set by the
Board of Regents," he continued.
The loss of heritage resulting In
one standard system of higher education in Ohio , Is a possibility
Jerome feels will come If the
power of individual boards of trustees continues to be eroded.
The board of trustees Is vital
to the Identity of a university because, among other things , "you
can't get private moneys If you
don't have Identity," according to
Jerome.
The role of a board of trustees,
especially one like ours meeting
rather seldom, is to act as a buffer between the university and the
public and legislature," says Dr.
Jerome.
This, he feels, Is much more
Important than having the board
bogged down In the area of internal communications.
"The board should audit, review
what is going on, members should
be legally responsible, approve
budgets and academic programs."
But, the recent proposal threatening the boards, is presently a
"hot potato," a "political caper
that hasn't been discussed," said
Jerome.

REJECTS PROPOSAL-Stud.nt Body President Nick Licote indicates his disapproval of Gov. Rhodes' plan to put
faculty and students en boards of trustees as non-voting
members. (Photo by Tim Culek)

'It confines our goals,' says Licate
Recent proposals by Ohio Gov.
James A. Rhodes on seating nonvoting student representatives to
University Boards of Trustees has
met considerable opposition, and
among those voicing disapproval
is Bowling Green's Student Council President, Nick Licate.
Licate, though in favor of student participation In all aspects
of University affairs, feels the
Rhodes decision is " a compromise that still leaves the University in the hands of a small group
of politicians."

Primary cause for his concern
centers around the powers held
by the Board of Regents In deciding budget allotments for the
Universities.
"The University budget is submitted by President (William T.)
Jerome to the Regents," said Licate. The Regents make up the
upper echelon of the state university hierarchy and their duty Includes watching over various state
university boards of trustees.
Licate claims "this brand of
budget handling leaves the trustees

/lien's dormitory leaders speak
out against open house policy
By GARY JOHNSON
Staff Writer
Upperclass men's dormitory
leaders have expressed dissatisfaction with the current all-campus
open house policy In men's dormitories set up by the administration.
The policy states that open houses
must take place only on weekends, and that they must be In conjunction with a dormitory event of
so mi1 kind. The policy also states
that during an open house, one
light must be on in each room,
and the door to the room must be
open.
The major complaint of dormitory leaders is the necessity of
staging a special event In conjunction with each open house.
"It Is rather absurd to have
to hold an event In order to have
a n open house," said Jack Lltzenburg, president of Harrow IIall

Inkstone prize
The News literary editor,
Lee Larcomb, announced today that Nancy Wyche has won
the Inkstone Prize for Undergraduate Writing In the December News literary supplement for her "Carousel
Poems."
Submissions are
still being accepted for the
January supplement In the BG
News office, 106 University
Hall.

"but I win go through with the
formalities to get the guys what
they want"
Darrow Hall had open houses almost every Friday and Saturday
nights during the fall quarter.
Warren Kahn, a resident advisor at Compton Hall, where residents had five or six open houses
during the fall quarter, agreed with
Lltzenourg.
"Having an event In order to
hold an ope n house is not needed and is Irrelevant," said Kahn.

He said he believed most of the
residents would like to see this
event-rule changed.
Open house should give a resident a chance to have his girlfriend visit his room whether an
event Is being sponsored by the
dormitory or not, he added.
Dan Velluccl, president of Anderson Hall said the open house
itself should be considered enough
of a special event "esoeciaUy in
the winter months when it is necessary to have some place Inside

to take a date."
Open houses afford a resident
a place to spend a quiet evening
with his girl without spending much
money, he said.
Anderson Hall had open house
regularly on Friday and Saturday
nights throughout the faU quarter.
Harold Edwards, president of
Conklin Hall, said although he believed it is often good to have
events in conjunction with open
house, he pointed out that this
(continued on page 4)

with little more than administrative power," He notes that the
Board of Regents may change the
submitted budget to fit their demands, which means the budget
in turn must be supplemented by
taxpayer money.
"The Board of Regents," insists Licate, "Is confining the
growth of universities to political objectives by concentrating
more on quantity than quality on
determining university policies."
In the end, Licate asserts, "You
get a factory, not a university."
At a recent meeting of the Ohio
Confederation of State Student Governments, Licate supported a resolution by a representative from
Ohio University asking that students be placed on both university
Boards of Trustees as well as the
Ohio Board of Regents. (The resolution was later supported by the
Confederation Itself.)

File now
Persons who expect to receive a baccalaureate degree
in March and have not filed
an application for graduation
should do so lm TiJdlately In
110 Administration Building.

Fee increase proposal criticism grows
By JIM MARINO
and HOWARD CLEVELAND
Campus sentiments appeared
unanimous against the proposed fee
increase of $50 more a quarter
next year, as recommended recently to the state legislature by the
state Board of Regents. The News
sampled the reaction of faculty
members, administrators, and Nick
Licate, student body president.
This proposal has already met
with the stern admonition of University President William T.
Jerome in, and other state university presidents, who Interpret the
hike as an added burden on the college student. However the fact
that state universities need more
money is evident, President Jerome
has said.
Dr. Melvin Hyman, professor of
speech, said he was hoping what-

ever fee increases occurred would
be more gradual than the proposed
$50 extra a quarter.
"That's an awful lot of money to
hit students for all at one tlmu,"
Dr. Hyman said.
Dr. Hyman said he hoped the
legislature could get more money
from the state to meet the needs of
higher education.
His sentiments were echoed by
Dr. William A. Klrby, associate
professor of math who explained the
Increase would raise by 1/3 the
amount of money expected from students for fees.
"Obviously this will be a very
great hardship to students. The
state legislature, slow in recognizing the need for support of higher education, should do all in Its
power to take up the slack In these
money-matters without
turning
again to the student," Dr. Klrby

said.
Nick Licate, president of the University Student Body, was equally
insistent in his stand that the state
should do more for education.
"Universities should be allowed
to set their own fees," he ^aid.
"But the matter has been taken out
of their hands, and placed with a
group of businessmen, not educators. Students are paying more
now than ever for education, but
can they say they are getting as
much for their dollar?"
"This proposed fee increase
doesn't even take into consideration the very likely possibility that
room and board fees would rise
next year, too," he said.
"I don't necessarily endorse the
proposal, but the money has to
come from somewhere," said Dr.
Maurice I. Mandell, professor of

marketing.
"The money should come from
the state, but Is is conservative
In its support of higher education.
It expects a $2 return for every
$1 Investment," he said.
The professor said with the increase in size of any university
comes the need for more, highlyqualified Instructors.
"If we want a good faculty, we'll
have to pay for It," Dr. Mandell
stated.
Dr. Joseph Balogh, professor of
sociology, said the fee Increase
proposal was discussed yesterday
In a departmental meeting here.
"All the state universities need
more money. We won't dispute
that. What we take issue with Is
the means used to get that money.
It should come through the state
legislature, and pressure should be
(continued on page 4)
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editorial
Open house
The men's dormitories are having difficulty in their open house
policies
because of unnecessary restrictions placed upon the
dormitories by the administration.

The communist element

thing from beer on campus to the the Student Non-violent CoordinaBy RONALD DOUGHTY
establishment of "Free Universi- ting Committee, and the Students
Student Columnist
ties."
for a Democratic Society going for
The
Students
tor
a
Democratic
In order to have an open house, the dormitory must have an
"Free Universities" have been us, but they are not fronts in the
Society, the main component of
event scheduled to go along with it. If a dormitory wants to have
established in such states as New usual sense of the word. They
the new left, have In recent months
an open house, it is forced to schedule an event that shouldn't
are Just part of the responsible
made the headlines in newspapers York, California, Michigan, Ohio,
be needed and only drains the dormitory's social funds, making
and many others. In these school - left."
picturing them as the saviors of
houses, anarchists, socialists,
Hoover adds, "The participants
it difficult to stage large events at different times during the year. academic freedom and thought.
of the new left are part of the
But, who are the Students for a communists and the like are tauOnce the dormitory does schedule the open house, a man with
Democratic Society, and what Is ght the destruction of American 100,000 state of mind members
ideals.
Gus Hall refers to when he talks
their plan for society?
a woman in his room has to keep his door open and have the overSuch courses In the schools are of party strength."
In 1962, members broke away
head light on.
Life in Mainland
SDS publications such as the
Of course, these rules are enforced to differing degrees in diff- from the Socialist League for In- as follows:
China Today, Art and Communism,
"New
Left Notes" propose bombdustry
Democracy
and
organized
erent dormitories, depending on how seriously a residence hall
Marxist Approaches to Avantings of draft boards and other
their own party, SDS. Its polstaff takes the regulations.
government installations. Partiicies were set forth In the Port Garde Art, Black Nationalism,
The rules governing the open house are ludicrous in this day
Ethics and Revolution, Marxist
cular targets are the Army and
Huron Statement. The statement
Geography, and many others.
and age. Telling a young man when he can and can't have a woNavy Reserve Officers Training
criticized the American capitalEach vear. thousands of totally Corps buildings as well as many|
man in his room should have gone out with the Victorian Age,
istic form of government, while
unaware students are recruited selective service boards.
and making him keep his light on and his door open is the worst
claiming It oppresses the individHoover has proclaimed again |
ual person and that the system Is into SDS by the prospec ts of
kind of invasion of privacy.
"peace" and "civil rights."
and again that SDS has consistrun by a military elite that proThese kind of regulations are typical of the social rules made
J. Edgar Hoover has exclaimed,
ently abandoned Its role of passive
fits from the oppression of the
when the people making them shouldn't have anything to do with
"In the United States, the Comdissent and "resorts to these tercommon man.
them.
munist Party is Jubilant about the
roristic tactfcs as a means of
Tom Hayden, SOS's first preUniversity administrations were never intended to control every
success it has had recently In
disrupting the defense and oppossident, was the main author of the
aspect of student life, and, in a supposedly modern era, the idea
developing and exploiting youth
ing established authority."
Port Huron Statement. Hayden
is repugnant.
and student groups." Look MagAccording to Look Magazine, [
has visited Moscow, Peking, Haazine says the ranks of SDS conThe men in each dormitory should decide upon the social rules
SDS is "Increasingly threatened I
vana, and Hanoi in recent years
tain. "Marxist, anarchists, socwith a takeover by student mem- j
for conferences with top Red ofthey would like to live under, with no interference from Univerialists, democrats, communists (pro bers of Progressive Labor Party,
ficials.
sity officials.
Moscow, pro-Peking, pro-Castro).
a disciplined, secretive, Commun-I
SDS has been active In almost
They should be allowed to vote for no open houses whatsoever,
There can be no denial of the
1st cadre sympathetic to Peking."!
every student disorder, including
or continual, 24-hour-a-day visitation, with closed doors and no
leading revolutionaries who have
the takeover of both Columbia
lights if they want. After all, they are the ones who live in the
Columnist Drew Pearson states!
Infiltrated SDS. At the organiand Berkeley's campuses. The
dormitories and who are most affected by the rules in them.
that the student disturbances of
zation's national convention last
demiinds of SDS Include every1968 were the result of "lnter-l
June, two of the three national
national conspiracy," connecting!
officers proclaimed themselves
communists:
Mark Rudd, Columbia SDS president with noted Communists suchl
Patricia Popkln, once national
as Rudy Deutschke of Germany!
officer of the SDS, whose grandparents were co-founders of the and Danny the Red of France!
In 1965, Hoover charged that)
Communist party, proclaimed,
the SDS was financed by the Com-I
"We Intend to make a revolumunlst Party and recently he ac-|
tion in this country."
cused the organization of bein
Greg Calvert, the present Nat"infiltrated by Communist Party
ional Secretary of the group said,
members."
"We are working to build a guerHe states, "The basic object-l
illa force in an urban environment.
We are actively organ- lve of both new left and old Une|
communists and their adherents
izing sedition."
Gus Hall, General Secretary of in our society Is to completely
the Communist Party, USA, has destroy our form of government.'
Despite this overwhelming evld-l
proclaimed support of SDS. He
cleve.ly
decided
to
play
the
Devil's
By ROGER SCHMIDT
proper amount of cynicism and powas quoted as saying, "We're ence of conviction, the new leftf
advocate
with
this
cretin
Guest Columnist
litical acumen Into the word right.
winning. Fronts are a thing of still continues to make progress.!
"Yes, I'm beginning to see what the past. We don't need them.
We were talking to one of those The Beard winced
How long can this continue
"Yes, our neo-lsolationlsm will you mean, But how should we solve We've got the WEB dubols Club, America before we are destroyed?!
bearded - ylpple - anarchist types
at a party the other night. This lead, inevitably, to nationalism, this problem of neo-lsolatlonlsm,
self - styled revolutionary was thence to provincialism. This will as you call it?"
"Well," he began slowly, obgiving the usual male bovine waste hasten the return to cultural stagmaterial (passed -- chief censor nation fostered so capably by the viously groping In his feeble memand guardian of public morals) Elsenhower regime," he offered, ory for some directive he'd reabout the mythical American Em- being remarkably oblivious to his ceived from Peking, "I think
Insane reference to a President's cultural exchanges with all counpire.
tries, regardless of political IdeoThe time for playing games
His hasty accusations nearly en- administration as a "regime."
passivity Is over. We have,
I mean everybody knows the Am- logies might be a good start. Perraged my normally placid sensichallenge before us. We shou..
bilities but I was able to keep my erican Revolution of 1776 was the haps If we were to require Rusnot, Indeed we cannot, back downl
wits about me. I merely dispelled only right one and the only one sian and Chinese to be learned In
If Mr. Stephenson, who reviewed
Mary Harrll
his rumor - mongerlng by bear- fought to rid a nation forever of high school — after all, English
is required In most countries In "The Beatles" last Thursday, en314 Dunba*
the tyrannical rule of empire.
baiting him.
Joys hunting or supports warfare
My gosh, this political Imbecile our Empire."
"I mean, my God, everyone knows
With a brilliantly deft statement as even a "necessary evil" and
that America Is a good country. was trying to undermine 200 years
And we may not always be fair of democracy and freedom. I I completely destroyed his whole does not understand why, then
but we're always right. I mean look couldn't allow this type of traitor- synthesis, "You'd have us bring our Bungalow Bill probably would
The Students for Violent Nonj
at our revered president-elect," ous speech to continue, Bill of sworn enemy Into camp, feed and sound ridiculous or nonsensical
Action (SVNA) is planning amass]
I said, being careful to Inject the Rights notwithstanding, so I very clothe him and then turn our back to him.
ive demonstration in protest
If the message still escapes him,
on him? Why man, you obviously
the existence of the new admln|
also advocate turning our good then perhaps he should go home and
4ft
istratlon. On January 20, 19G9
Christian - American schools over look in his old toy box at the
as Nixon says the last word
to communist - agitated niggers army men and western six-shthe Inaugural oath ("...so hell
and socialists?" The crowd began ooters—everyone has them! "Hey,
me God."), we plan to have ever!
to get restless, sensing my im- Bunalow Lee/Why can't you see/
Bungalow Lee?"
toilet in the country flushed.
pending victory
We realize of course tha t wJ
I pushed on mercilessly, "Aren't Mr. and Mrs. William C. Barrow
Sen inn a /(rowing university since 1920
may not be able to reach ever!
536-A E. Wooster Street
all these foolish black power groups
nationalistic enough to scare you
toilet, but we hope that, with thj
cooperation of organizations sucl
man?"
thomas d. hine
editor
as yours, we shall be able to reacl
"Hmmm
I
uh," he stutJudith a. eicher
managing editor
a large majority of them.- wl
tered, "I think the national police
bru.ee m. larrick
editorial editor
are attempting to enlist the ail
force called for by J. Edgar Hoover
Three cheers for our president!
of students at every college an]
Is a more frightening example of
Judith n. viright
issue editor
The new budget Increase, as
university in the nation as wel|
nationalism
at
work
in..,."
timothy a. culek
photo editor
as anyone else who wishes
"You fool," I shouted to the great outlined in the News yesterday,
gary I. davis
sports editor
join.
glee of those about me, "Every- will be financially disastrous for
linda m. herbkersmun .... feature editor
The protest will require a tug
one knows the police forces in our some students, and Impossible for
great cities and states are nearly others to meet.
degree of organizational effort a|
ronuld hoose
business manager
The Ohio Board of Regents Is
we hoi>e to flush the toilets
autonomous. You had better find
edson r. urneaull .... advertising manager
only of the dorms, apartments, anl
some more substantial windmills, actually playing God with our limituillium donahue
circulation manager
ed Incomes, and we as students
lecture halls in and around I hi
Mr. Qulck-sote!"
campuses, but also downtown hotj
He left the party a shattered man. seemingly have no say In the matels, restaurants, railroad stations
The next weekend I saw him in ter.
The B-G News is publisher) Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regBut we can exert pressure. As
ular lenOOl year, and once a week during summer sessions, under
and high schools, private homes
Toledo. He was taking pictures of
authority of the Publications Committee of Bowling Green State
etc. Posters will be available
police cars. I asked him what he the News notes, "nothing has been
University.
The Board
cost to aid in advertising froij
was doing and he replied, "Gath- finalized as yet."
Opinions expressed in editorial cartoons or other columns in the
of Trustees Is still considering the
the SVNA.
ering evidence."
N>ws do not necessarily reflect the opinion! of the University AdWith your help In promoting thi|
In response to my curious look proposal, and students must proministration, faculty or staff or the State of Ohio. Opinions expressed
by columnists do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the B-G
he Just pointed to the American test this Issue loudly.
project, FLUSH FOR FREEDOl
N'-v.s
Editorial* in the New. reflect the opinions of the majority
I challenge you to talk to your
will be a success.
flag decals on the side of police
of
members of the B-G News F.ditoria] Bourd.
Frank Malbranchl
cars. I have been thinking ever Student Council representative and
come to this Thursday's meeting.
since
National Chairman, SVNiT

How to squelch an anarchist

letters to the editoi

Supports Beatles

Freedom Hush

The BG News

Budget increase
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Campus calendar

DEUTSCHER VEREIN

VETERANS CLUB

Will meet tonight at 7 In the
Taft Room.

Will meet today at 4 In the Taft
Room.

BETA BETA BETA

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

PHI BETA LAMBDA

Will hold an open smoker for all
BGSU men tonight at 7:30 In the
Alumnl Room.

Key pictures will be taken tonight at 6:30 In the Wayne-Harrlson Room.

UP WITH PEOPLE
tah. MM ... „M.
^.
ati^^X.^SS.^.T*
7 In 400 Moseley Hall. *"**

Will meet tonight at 7 In 221
Life Sciences building. The Dallaa Re rt
*> . aPOSStbletrlptoRochester. N.Y., and a meeting at Oak

Openings Park will be discussed.
Or. Fisher will also address the
meeting.
KAPPA PHI
Is sponsoring a clothing drive
for the teenage patients of the
Toledo State Hospital. Boxes are
located In each of the dorms. Donate your "tired" clothes for a
worthy cause.

We're looking for
real people.
Not 9-to-5 mannequins. We want self-starters. Imaginative types. AmbitioQS Types. Real people with
backgrounds in business administration, finance,
economics, accounting—people working toward a
master's or bachelor's degree. People who'd be
excited to start out in one of the most progressive financial institutions in the Midwest. That's

what we are. A bank. A big one. And growing all
the time. We're first, time and again, with better
services for the people of Detroit. We're innovators.
And we're looking for more. If you'd be interested in
working with people who have no interest in putting
you in a rut, make an appointment to meet with our
representative through your placement counselor.
He'll lie on campus January 23,1969

BANK OF THE COMMONWEALTH
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Mora aboit

Open house

(continued from page 1)
should not always be necessary.
"It costs money to sponsor a
good event, and under the current policy, If we want open houses
every weekend, we are draining
our budget," he said. "Thus if
we want to sponsor a big event
and an open house we might not
have the money with which to do
so."
Edwards said Conklln held open
house almost every Friday and Saturday nights during the fall quar-

Although the upperclass men's
dormitories In general are complying with the administration's
open house policy pertaining to
events, many of these events are
rather simple In nature, small In
scope and participation, and seemingly done merely to acquire an
open house, said Edwards.
Dormitory representatives are
In general agreement that the majority of the residents of their
dormitories are In favor of having
open house on a regular basis with-

out special events. Surveys were
taken In three of the dormitories
concerning open house and the findings all favored having open houses
usually on a weekend basis.
In the other two dormitories
residents' opinions were gathered
by wing representatives, (elected
officials representing a small section of the dormitory) and these
findings also Indicated that residents favor open houses on a weekend basis, but are not In favor of
the special event policy.
you're my Big. Phi Mu love 4
Mine, Your '111 Chris.

rou SAI.K

classifieds

'anasonlc B track stereo cartridge
>layer. I.Ike new. $55. John, 449
irom'leld.

Big Cindy: Lucky me! Nobody could
"Botch" with a Big like you! Little .lanle.

$2.50. Starts at 8:00.

900 Mobile home 08x10. Furnished
«lth utilities shed, located at l.ot
12 Gypsy l.tne Trailer Court. 352.923.

GRAND OPENING "THE HUTCH"
Pet (i Supplies. 10', off on all
supplies. 501 S. Prospect, B.O..O,
354-9601. 1-9 dally; 1-6 Sunday.

Honeybear 218: Kum-jr has It that
Teddy 231 Is really gone In a big
way. Is It Hibernation time''

!5 In. RCA TV $25. 352-5521, af•r 5.

■1 II Steph - Good luck tonight.
You'll be splfty. M»ma C.

Playing this week THE MODERN
MEN at the C.I.

ianyo portable type recorder batery or At operated, solid slate,
lew never been used. ' all 3531662.

I.Ike service'' Com.? to APO rush ousey: Rice Is nice! Glad to see
Thursday, Jan 16 at 7:30 In the you.re catching up. Good Luck'.
Alumni Room of the Union.
Roomie.

FOR RENT
tingle room for male student near
-ampus. Available now. Phone3521360.
or rent room for male student.
Hust have car. C all 353-1034.
final'' roommate needed for 2nd
liiarter. 129 S. College Phone 3541473.
Ith man for I'ltra-modern Apt.
Ilshwasher, AM-I-M Intercom, wall
o wall carpeting (Includes kitchen
and bath). $60 per month for 2nd
luarler. Apply In person - C08
ith st. Apt. Ii. See II to believe
II
Wanted - 1 male roommate, $00
nonth, all utilities paid, Green;lew Apt*, t all 304-1371.
LOST AND FOUND
OST A boy'l 'lass ring, gold
• Ith red stone Initials - M.D.O.
<ew.inl offered, t onlart Debl 401
lannim.
•Ol'NI): Gold pin found In the L'nllerslty Shop with Initials Kill
Vntlque Topaz gold bracelet lost
■ round Dec. 11 near the Union,
(ewanl. Contact at ext. 2241.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
INN will present the ZE'HRONS tonight, we arenowserviir chan Oftl broiled hamburgs, hotlOgf; french fries etc. Open dally
it I p.m.
JKIFFM

Alpenhorn Room - Petll's Alpine
Village, open 7 days a week. Mon.
- Thurs. 0-11; Erl - Sat. 5-1;
Sun. 4-7. Special Student Menu.
Tired of old Illogical church theology? (onw where the word of
God really Jels, where even a child
can see the greatness and accuracy of God's Word. 304-7201

Kathy - Phi Mu's are the greatest
and so Is my nig. Your Little
Linda.
To my "big" Sandy, You are the
greatest ever Phi Mu Love. Your
"Little".

Kathy and Judy - The pledges are
backln' you for the BGSU Lltb,
The Little Phi Mu's.
He who has HOPE has everything.
The Phi Mu Pledges.
P.J.E. - Double your pleasuredouble your fun; try 2 Beta's Instead
of Just one. Luv. S.S.
Kathy - Do your best for Phi
Mu and me In the Miss BGSU
contest. I-ove, Little Candy.
Best wishes on your engagement
Gail and congratulations on your
lavallerlng Deb. From an Alpha
Dtlt Little and Illg, Marilyn.

Phi Mu Sandy - To a big as sweet
as candy. Phi Mu Little Janette.

Phi Mu Nancy - You're the best
big on campus. Thanks for everyUilng. "Little" Kathy.

Congratulations Joyce on your lavallerlng to Bob. Your Roomies.

Happiness Is a "Big". Phi Mu
Turtle.
Little I>.G.

Congrats Mr. L Mrs. Dave Fero He's all yours to handle now, Merky.
Tom & Rosy.

Please one coed needed to mend
one broken heart, (all 303-3815
anytime after 9 p.m.

I-Irst my heart sis, thenmy"Blg".
Thanks for everything, Judy. K.P.

Make reservations for TEAS NOW
at the c.l. Dates going Fast.

The pledges are proud - good lurk
on the Miss BGSU finals. Lltb
The Little Phi Mus.

Sharpen up your skates..Kappa Sigma Ice Day, l-eb. 15.

Sisters - Get high to win Miss
BGSU show the Phi Mu Spirit. The
Pledges.

What's the name of the gam}'.' The
D.Z, know now. Thanks for the
tea - Pikes.

Holy Toledo little Fern.

Shers my big -

Judy and Ned - Congrats on your
Phi Pal lavallerlng! Sorry so late.
John and Sher.

Dale - 1 was a Phi Mu punk '111
I found my Big. Now I'm a lovln'
little. I.amada.

Alpha Chl's say: Good luck tonlle,
Connie!

Kulkslngers interested in performing for "Live Audience" Call 3530518. Mrs. Petti, ( all 12-2 p.m.
or after 5:00.
Experienced rock organist - must
sllilt, call Lee 304-3474.
Jan, Congrats on your Phi l>elt
lavallerlng. I ove In DEE, Your Little.

Starting a two week engagement
JAN. 22 "THE EVER POPULAR,1
Till PRIMARY COIXIRS. Where' OB - Our parents common fate
The C.I.
was my fortune - and 1 couldn't
be luckier. You' re a fantastic " Dig"
Super congrals Barbie on your Phi Mu luv, Your Little.
pinning to Rob! Ilmmm'. KD Luv,
Your Jealous Little.
Kathy - Your little Phi Mu Is
lovln' having you for a big. Candy.
Happy anniversary to my DDT I.ette 1st on the 19th. Love Fox. "Big" Marie, Hearts have come to
mean more for us! Like "Big"
In person recording group Amboy like "Little". You're the greatDukes plus the Relnnanse Fair, est! P.M. little Janle.
from Cleveland this Saturday Jan
18, at Spring BrookGardens, l.lmi, Goldle: Your clues were a little
Ohio. Tickets on sale at door. fishy but I caught on. So glad

-.

A._._.__-
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one ..own, seven to go. Congratulations on heating ThetaC hi. Let's
be havln' a number one basketball season. Go Kappa Slgs!
Alpha Phi Omoga National Service Fraternity Is holding a Smoker
at 7:30 Thursday, Jan 16 in the
Alum.il Room.
Free trip to heaven. No qualifications necessary. For an entry
blank call 354-7201.
Ride needed loot Friday or Saturday back Sun. 302-5070.

TOURING OHIO
The Sound & Soul
Of BOBBY SMITH
&

THE BIG SOUNDS

Pope answers critics
VATICAN CITY - Pope Paul VI declared yesterday the world
needs change but he again lashed out at Roman Catholics pushing
to reshape the Church In "the form and spirit of the Protestant
Reformation."
The Pontiff told thousands gathered for his weekly general
audience that he was not totally opposed to the whirlwinds of
challenge and Innovation sweeping the world.
But he denounced what he called arbltary intentions that distort
the council's alms and strive to make sociology and "the cult of
man'' the basis of religion in place of God.

Urges continuation of talks
WASHINGTON - William Rogers told senators Wednesday that
as Secretary of State he will urge the Saigon government to proceed with the Paris peace talks regardless of disagreement
over the shape of the negotiating table.

More about

Fee increase
(continued from page 1)
applied on them to get it," he
said.
Dr. Balogh proposed that the
student bodies of state universities
In Ohio should band together in
efforts to put the "pressure" on
state senators and legislators to
raise the money needed.
"I go along with President
Jeroms. I am opposed to the raising of student fees," said Randy
B. Knavel, Instructor on geography.
"I have been opposed to most of
Mlllett's ideas (Dr. John D. Mlllett
Is the chancellor of the Board of
Regents), especially that all state
universities switch to the quarter
system, he said.
"This increase will be a definite
hardship on the student. I don't
think the level of education will

$1.00

go up appreciably as a result of
the hike, either," he said.
"The money should come from
the
state," said Mr. Knavel.
"There has to be a stopping point
as to what can be expected from
the student."
Supporting the Increase, but not
the means, was George Herman,
assistant dean of the College of
Liberal Arts.
"The money shouldn't have to
come out of the student's pocket,"
lie said. "Although I feel most
students could absorb the extra
cost. State universities are still
less expensive to attend than is a
private institution."
The dean said the cost of living
was rising at a greater rate than
the amount of funds given to state {
universities.

45 RECORDS NOW %77
33 RECORDS NOW

BRIDE'S KEEPSAKE BOOK

$3.77-$4.77-5.49
We will order any music or
records available.

For Only $2.50
By special arrangement with your Authorized Keepsake Jeweler, we ore privileged to
offer you the beautiful, new Bride's Keepsake Book at this unusually low gift price.

Expensively bound in white leatherette. *|
Contains 44 beautifully illustrated pages.
Gives you a complete memory record of en- /sp
gagement, wedding and honeymoon events.

This is the finest and most complete
Bride's Book available anywhere at any
price.

Simply present this certificate and $2.50
at the store of your nearest Authorized
Keepsake Jeweler. No obligation.

This Certificate Worth $2.50
125 N. Main St.

SATURDAY NIGHT
"LIVE" ENTERTAINMENT

NEW PRICES ON RECORDS

CERTIFICATE

Klevers Jewelers

State fair now 14 days
COLUMBUS - The Ohio Exposition Commission yesterday extended the annual state fair to 14 days and set the opening for
Tuesday, Aug. 19. It will run through Labor Day.
The Commission also imposed a 25 cent charge for all vehicles
entering the fair grounds during the off-fair season. This goes
into effect next month.

SALAD - BREAD & BUTTER

This Entitles You to Receive a Beautiful $5.00

CLIP THIS COUPON AND TAKE IT TO

AKRON - The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. Is experimenting
with the Idea of producing his and her tires.
An experimental "his" tire has raised lettering on the side and
what Firestone describes as a "wide, bold tread design." The
"her" model has colored plastic studs In the tread and a flowery
stripe on the side.

SPAGHETTI DINNER

9 lo 1:30 FR1 & SAT

NON-TRANSFERABLE
Offer Subject to Withdrawal

Firestone creates sex fires

ITALIAN NIGHT STUDENT SPECIAL
THURS.
FRI.-SAT.
SUN.
5-11
5-1
4-7

THE SHACK
GIFT

Britain honors Gandhi
LONDON - Brltlan will Issue a special postage stamp to commemorate the centenary year of Mohandas K. Gandhi, the Indian
Independence crusader.

Petti's Alpine Village
Alpenhorn Room

FEATURING JOHNNY FEEMSTER VOCALIST
FLOWERS & ALL THAT JAZZ
YOU HEARD THEM AT TOLEDO'S
PEPPERMINT LOUNGE

KEEPSAKE

-- from the Associated Press

Still sale on ■oio's-$1.57 or 2 for $3.00
I

Bigelow Music Shoppe
Everything musical1 126 East Wooster St
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Off-campus trend is developing New UCF programs
By SCOTT WALTERS
StaSt Writer
A new trend Is developing at
Bowling Green ~ that of off-campus living. Each year, more students choose to give up their rooms
In the dormitories and move to
apartments such as Greenvlew,
Wlnthrop Terrace, or Varsity
Square.
An article that appeared In last
year's Key pointed out that out of
11,853 students enrolled In the University, 3,436 were living In apartments.
This year, according to Richard
Hendrlx, assistant director of housing, "over 4,500 students are living off campus. This number,"
added Hendrlx, "Is going to Increase with the steady trend toward off-campus living."
Most students Interviewed agreed
that there are three major factors that cause the trend: 1) dissatisfaction with dormitory services, such as food and crowded
conditions, 2) the amount of money
that can be saved by living off
campus, and 3) the Improved social
life associated with off-campus living.
A Junior, living In Greenvlew,
said, "The reason I live off campus Is the food. I was In the Air
Force for four years, and I honestly think that the dorm food Is

worse than that you eat In the
service."
"In the dorm," stated a coed,
"It Is almost Impossible to concentrate. Here I can study and not
have to worry about being Interrupted by someone wanting to borrow my hair dryer or typewriter."
Many students agree that a substantial amount of money can be
saved by living In an apartment
"I simply can't afford to stay
on campus any longer," explained
a senior living In Wlnthrop Terrace. "I save up to $300 a year
living In an apartment. I admit
that It might not be quite as convenient and new as the dorms,
but the savings are what matter
to me."
His roommate stated, "Whenyou
split the apartment rent three or
four ways, you really have a chance
to save a lot. Of course If you only
live with one other person, It will
cost more than living In a dorm."
All students Interviewed agreed
that the social life that accompanies off-campus living Is more desirable than that which accompanies
dorm living.
A coed living in North Grove
stated, "It's great to be able to do
what I want. My social life isn't
regulated by special hours and
best of all, I don't worry about
being campused or suspended."
"I like to have a beer now and

Demonstrators plan
counter-inauguration
By BRUCE CRIPPEN
Staff Writer
America's New Left Is planning
a three-day anti-Inaugural demonstration in Washington, D.C.
to focus attention on the "war and
racist policies" in this country.
A conglomeration of more than
100 Influential anti-war and antiracist groups, the National Mobilization Committta to End the
War in Vietnam, has recently released a pamphlet. The pamphlet
announces the "Call to Coma to
Washington," this weekend.
"On the very day that Nixon tries
to create a celebration of unity,
another 30 GI's will die In Vietnam. Another 620 bombing missions will rain death and destruction on Vietnam and Laos. For
millions of people In the Third
World, Jan. 20 will be another
day of hunger as American imperialism continues to exploit their
raw materials and their labor.
At home, who can say how many
Indignities will be suffered by how
many black people, students, welfare mothers, draft resistors and
conscripts on that date?"
Rennle Davis, co-ordinator of the
group nicknamed MOBE, described
plans for the three days of demonstrations during the Nixon Inauguration.
"We're trying for a central location for the workshops," said
Davis, "but if we can't get one
we'll spread all over the city
in churches and basements."

The Mobilization's Counter Inauguration will be held Sunday.
It will consist of a non-violent
rally and march along a not yet
established route. The Counter Inaugural Ball will end the day,
with names such as Janls Joplln,
Judy Collins, and the Fugs hinted
at. Other folk singers and rock
groups from all over the country
are scheduled to attend.
"Sunday Is the key day in terms
of numbers," Davis explained.
"People who are planning to come
for just one day should make it
Sunday. We are looking for a broadly based group Including suburban
women, students, clergy, blacks
and all other groups not Included
in Nixon's constituencies. These
are the people who are saying
essentially that there can be no
unity or consensus until the soldiers are brought home and there Is
a drastic reorganization of domestic, social priorities."
The Monday demonstration and
"presence" along the inaugural
route will consist of people who
"will not participate In Nixon's
consensus — which is based on
repressive law and order and the
drastic extension of America's
world-wide military apparatus. We
will take advantage of the worldwide platform that the inauguration provides to dramatize the Issues that divide this country and
will continue to divide It until the
real needs of America are satisfied."

NOW
Thru Ties. Joe. 21 <S
Eve. ot 7:20, 9:30
SoT. I See. Mot. ot 2:00, 3:40, 5:20

HHEIBGB

then," said a senior living In a
downtown apartment. "If I live
in a dorm I would have to walk
downtown and buy one. Here, I
Just have to walk to the refrigerator and grab one."
Still another opinion was that,
"(living) off campus is Just one step
closer to real life. You are treated
like an adult and expected to behave like one. In the dorm all you
do is play games."
The University has certain regulations pertaining to students wishing to reside off campus. According to Hendrlx, "Anyone 21 or
over may live off campus. Juniors
and seniors wishing to live off
campus must have parental permission. There is no way for a
freshman or a sophomore under
21 to legally live in an apartment."
"Many sophomores come into the
office," he went on, "and say they
want to commute from home. Home,
In some cases , is as far away
as Cleveland."
Needless to say, excuses like
these are rarely accepted. However, many sophomores are living In apartments.
John i.epp, who is in charee of
the construction of new campus
dormitories, said, "If all the offcampus residents wanted to move
back on campus, we would be In
a bad way. Right now plans are under consideration for the construction of a new dorm behind MacDonald Quadrangle. In the future,
we plan to build a medium density
dorm of about 13 stories. These
plans, however, are Just plans,
and nothing will happen for at least
a few years."
Hendrlx added, "Right now we
are over-enrolled by about 400
students. If It weren't for the offcampus developments, the University enrollment would be much
smaller."
Finally, referring back to the
Key article, Robert G. Rudd, director of housing was quoted as
saying. "I hope that enough do
try to live off campus, because I
can't take care of them If they
don't."

begin with rPaint-ln'
The beginning of a new academic quarter also marks the beginning of a new quarter of events
sponsored by the UCF Center.
The UCF Center wlU sponsor
"A Paint-In" from 9pm-12:30am,
Friday In the Crypt.
The UCF Center will have its
"Sound Off" session from 9pm to
1 am, Saturday, In the Crypt.
The "Sunday at Six" program
will begin at 5pm with a 25?
supper, followed by a discussslon
at 6 In the Center. The open
discussion will be by Dr. Sam
Andrews, College of Education,
entitled "University: Education or
Sufflcatlon".
The UCF Center wUl continue
to sponsor Its weekly worship at
6:15 Tuesday evenings, In Prout

Drop' deadline
University students, excluding
first quarter freshmen, have until Monday, to drop a course.
Roy G. Clark, director of registration and records, said.
First quarter freshmen are given a longer period In which to
drop a course. They have until
February 3, or 28 calendar days
after the beginning of classes,
to drop a course.

Last Showing
TONIGHT
504
7:30 and 10:00
E. bldg. Aud.
NEWSWEEK
" 'The Virgin Spring'
everywhere bears the
mark of its director's
astonishing talents,
his obility to summon up
a sense of life
more completely
than onyono
now working in films."
N. V. POST.
"Extraordinary
evocative imagery...
See it for yourself.
There are no other
pictures like his
and they are all
different..."

Students still wishing to drop
a course can obtain drop-add forms
from their college office, advisor,
or the Registrar's Office.
Monday, was the deadline lor
all students wishing to add a
course.

a U.C.F. Presentation

CONGRATS
Wade and Candy
on your SAE pinnning

Law school test

from the gang
on 3rd & 4th

registration ends
Final registration to take the
Law School Admissions test on
the Bowling Green State University campus will be Saturday.
The test, required by most law
schools, will be given Feb. 8.
Students entering law schools in
September are advised to take the
test If they did not take one given
last November, Dr. Russell Decker, professor of business law, said.
Registration forms may be obtained at the business law department in Moseley Hall and should
be sent to the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, N.J.,
before the Jan. 18 deadline.

Chapel.
All are welcome to attend, said
A. Eugene KeU, associate Director
at the UCF Center.

Bl/R6£fi

. e/fff

HAMBURGERS

1
Big Shef
39e

AHOY !!

IS

STEVE MCQUEEN

As "BULLIT"
A new kind of police officer!

The Primary Colors
At The Phi Psi
"All You Can Drink" Dance
At B.G. Armory
Get Tickets From Any Phi Psi

CALL

353-1444
•FAST DELIVERY
*OPEN 4Dm-2am DAILY

PAGLIAPS
1004 S MAIN BOWLING GREEN
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Resource center opens
Teachers of nearly 4,000 northwest Ohio school children who need
special educational attention will
find the Instructional Material Center at Bowling Green State University tailored to lit their needs.
The recently-opened Center,
one of 14 In the country, and the
largest In Ohio, Is stocking Its
shelves with thousands of teaching devices for children who fall
outside what educators call the
"normal" group.
IMC under the direction of Mrs.
Fred McMillan, Jr., Is designed
to make area elementary and high
school teachers aware of the most
up-to-date audio-visual aids and
other educational materials which
they can use In teaching the mentally retarded, deaf, crippled or
even the gifted.
Materials range from giant thermometers and clocks to miniature
moving vans. Also Included are records, felt boards, sandpaper letters and alphabet cards.

A blind youngster can learn to
read using sandpaper letters. A
crippled child can gain his balance by practicing on a walking
board. A slow learner can recite the alphabet by listening to
a record and the brighter than
average student can keep pace with
his interests through advanced programmed tests.
These are typical of the "exceptional" children living in Wood,
Lucas and Hancock counties who are
being given the extra educational
boost through the University's new
storehouse of Instructional materials.
The first IMC project was initiated at Michigan State University
in 1965. Bowling Green's project
was funded this fall by a federal
grant. The University furnishes
housing for the Center in the campus library and aids In the coordination of activities.
Bowling Green became particularly interested in the project be-

cause of the University's highlyregarded special education program.
Three area educators, Dr. Darrel Mlnlfle, director of special education at the University; Delbert
Brown, supervisor of federal programs for Wood County, and Robert Carson, director of pupil personnel for Toledo City Schools,
are responsible for drawing up
plans for the local project. They
hope to enlarge operations enough
to serve all of northwest Ohio.
Besides these three, other members of the directing IMC Advisory
Board are Dr. Frederic Rolf, superintendent of the Maumee City
Schools; George Schwemley, supervisor of the Lucas County Schools;
Lee Moore, supervisor of the Findlay City Schools; Charlotte Elcher,
supervisor of the Hancock County
Schools; Walter Solars, director of
the Larc Lane Schools In Toledo,
and Martha Venturl, worker for
the state department in Columbus.
Major General Edwin H. Surba

Maj. Gen. Burba speaks
to ROTC about Army life
Maj. Gen. Edwin H. Burba, Deputy Commanding General of the
First Army, spoke to the advanced HOTC cadets yesterday. He
gave an Informal talk about the
merits of the ROTC program in
preparing men for military life.
General Burba Is stationed at
Ft. Mead, Md. Part of his duties
are to oversee the ROTC units
of the First Army.
Commenting on his position before the meeting began, General
Burba stated that his main purpose in coming to BG was to get
a "first hand" look at Bowling
Green's ROTC program and its
facilities.
Speaking about the value of
ROTC , General Burba stated that
1,123 ROTC officers were Inducted
into the U.S. Army as officers
last year. He added that those
ROTC officers not making the
Army a career usually act as
heads of reserve units.
It was felt by the top ROTC
officials, on campus that General Burba would "tell It like It

really Is" If no newsmen were
allowed, thus a closed meeting.

Music series
stars faculty
The School of Music will present the Faculty Concert Series
at 8:15 pm, Friday, in the Recital Hall School of Music.
Featured In the concert are
Bernard Linden playing viola, Rex
Elkum as tenor, and Walter Baker
on piano.
They will perform selections
from 'he Sonata Op. 17 by Beethoven, Hymms by R. Vaughn Williams, Children's Rhymes by Janacek, and various other selections.
Coming events In the School of
Music Include a piano duo by
Lois Forbes and Kay Moore and
a score, "Indeterminacy of New
Music" by Don Wilson.
This
will also be taped and shown on
WBGU-TV. Channel 70.

SING OUT B.G.U.
"UP WITH PEOPLE"
Thurs, 7:00pm 400 Mosley Hal

Grand Opening

THE HUTCH
Pets & Supplies
10% On All Supplies

FREE
DELIVERY
SERVICE
Phone 352-5330

354-9601 1-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday
521 S. Prospect BG, 0.

OUR BAG
IS
HELPING PEOPLE
Service it our thing, it'* how we get our kicks. Helping others through worthwhile service might not turn
you on. If it does, come see us.

3 Delivery Runs Each Evening — 7 Days a Week

6 TO 10 P.M.
MINIMUM ORDER 84c
Deliveries available on all Items EXCEPT french fries and onion rings. Delivery area
includes B.G. city limits and also Gypsy Lane Trailer Court and Varsity Square Apartment*.

PLEASE CALL V2 HOUR BEFORE DELIVERY TIME

SERVICE FRATERNITY

OPEN SMOKER
Thuts. Jan. 16, 7:30 pm Alumni .ioom. Union
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BG misses 18 fouls in 59-54 loss
Despite making only 10 of 28
foul shots, which cost them the
game, Bowling Green rallied from a
13 point halftlme deficit to make
another O. U. finish look possible,
but It was Kent State's turn this
time as they knocked the Falcons
from an undefeated league record
with a 59-54 victory.
"We were so Intense on winning
that we were over-pressuring ourseleves,' • revealed coach Bob Conlbear after the game. "It was
similar to what O. U. did against

us, but we didn't take a lesson."
It took the Falcons six minutes
to score their first field goal, but
the next 14 minutes only brought
six more two-pointers and the visitors trailed 30-17 after the first
half.
Obviously nothing was going right
for the defending MAC champs.
Their leading scorer and captain,
Dick Rudgers, failed to score, and
one of the top percentage foul shooters In the league, Jim Connally,
was 0-5 from the charity line.

Allen leads icers
in goals, fights
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
A huge mass goes speeding
across a patch of Ice, preceeded
by a sm-Ul blur. No, Haley'sComet Isn't off course or ahead of
schedule.
The large bulk Is Falcon hockey
center Rick Alien, all 6-4, 225
pounds of him, while the vulcanized rubber disk before him Is
a puck which he constantly whacks
with such force that it's a wonder
that It hasn't developed blisters.
Allen, a Junior from Sarnla,
Ontario, has been the key to this
year's team, which has established
a mark of 11-2.
"He's the r>an that seems to
Ignite our offensive attack more
than anyone else," said Falcon
coach Jack Vivian. "He's probably the key to our game. When
he does well, the others seem to
follow," the coach added.
Besides garnering five goals last
weekend, Allen caught the net for
three of four scores In a win
against the University of Wisconsin, one of the most powerful
college hockey teams in the coun-.
try. Allen lists this accomplishment as the highlight of his three
years In Falcon hockey.
For the season, Allen has 13
goals to lead the team while also
chipping in with four assists for
a total of 17 points.
The Falcon center, who started
playing hockey at the age of five,
has been In his share of skirmishes, but coach Vivian believes
that Allen's size Is the direct
cause of much of the fighting.
"Rick is big and a lot of teams
like to hang all over him. The officials don't call as much as they
would if a smaller player was
being taken advantage of," he said.
A player Is bound to react to
this treatment eventually and Allen's club-leading 20 penalty minutes testify to this fact.
"As long as he's scoring though,
it's okay. Why upset the applecart
when we're winning," said Vivian.
Allen lists body size and strength
as the strongest factors In his
play while he still believes Improvement Is needed In his skating
and stick handling. After gradua-

Rugby meeting
There will be a meeting to% night In room 202 Memorial
:•: Hall at 7 p.m. Anyone Inter■:•: ested In any way about the sport
ixof rugby Is Invited and urged
X; to please attend.

$
&
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With the score 38-28 after a John
Heft tap, Rudgers stole the ball,
but was called for charging at the
other end of the court, and Conlbear felt that It was the probable
turning point since they were
picking up momentum at the time
for one of the few times In the
contest.
While BG was missing numerous
one-and-one foul opportunities in
the closing minutes, Kent was converting them making any hopes for
another O. U. finish dimmer and
dimmer. The missed fouls seemed
to discourage Conlbear's club, who
knew they were better shooters
from the 15-foot line, and more
often than not the Flashes Immediately hiked their decreasing lead
after those off-target free throws.
Another big factor In the Falcons' first league defeat was the
mere six point output by guards
Rudgers and Rich Walker combined.

The big men, Connally (10 points)
and John Heft (8 points) were able
to get the losers more than one
shot at a time on several occasions,
but were not able to capitalize on
that either and the Jinx at Kent's
Memorial Gymnasium continued.
Conlbear dispelled any thoughts
of a letdown with the Miami encounter next, when he confidently
remarked, "Psychologically, they
will bounce back."

Miami tickets
Students can exchange their athletic coupons for tickets to the basketball game Saturday night against
Miami, either today or tomorrow
at the ticket office In Memorial
Hall. The ticket office will be open
from 8:30 - 12 and from 1-5,
and a maximum purchase of two
tickets per person will be in effect.

tion, Allen has his eyes on a teaching post In physical education and
possibly doubling as a hockey
coach.
Allen relates this season's success to coach Vivian, who has gotten the tea m Into top physical
condition, lniproveme.il of personnel, and depth, which is approximately four times better than last
year.
Another big factor has been
hard-hitting Rick Allen, who Is In
action all over the Ice, and particularly In front of the opponent's
goal.
When you attend a BG match,
sit back and enjoy yourself, and
keep listening for the old recording which Is still a big hit. It's
called "Goal by No. 7" Chances
are you'll hear It over and over
again.

• Assorted Evening and
Daytime Dresses
• All Marked Sweaters
• Selected Blouses
• Selected Raincoafc

ON

• All Winter Outerwear
• All Straight
Legged Slacks
• All Skirts
• All Lingerie

$

Rick Alien

Skaters rip Oberlin 12-4
Oberlin's hockey team came to
Bowling Green last night, seeking
to upset the successful Falcon
leers, but they would have had
more luck trying to find fleas on a
Greyhound bus.
The Falcons triumphed in a high
scoring affair, 12-4.
"It went the way we felt it
would," said Vivian.
The Yeomen scored the contest's
first goal, but before the Initial
period ended, the single marker
was lost In a Falcon barrage of
seven scores.
Center Bruce Blyth had a hat
trick before the period concluded,
and coupled with four more> scores,.

After Dan McLemore made BG's
first field goal, Connally hit two
straight baskets to tie the score at
7-7, but Kent reeled off the next
9 points.
When buckets by
McLemore and substitute Bob Hill
narrowed the margin to 17-11, the
Golden Flashes ripped off another
string of 7 while holding the Falcons scoreless.
In the start of what was to become one of the poorest foul shooting performances In BowllngGreen
history, the visitors could only sink
3 of 10 before Intermission.
The game was closer in the
second half, but the Falcons' play
did not Improve much, and they
never caught up, although a one
man offensive show by Junior Jim
Penlx pulled them within three with
four minutes to go. McLemore
collected 11 of his team-leading total
of 15 points In that frustrating final
half.

BG was In a comfortable position.
The Falcons eased up In the
second period, with Falcon coach
Jack Vivian substituting freely.
BG outscored the visitors 2 to 1
during the 20 minutes, but thej
didn't dominate the park as completely with the large number of
replacements.
After grabbing a 9-2 lead, Jon
Booth was replaced In goal by the
Junior varsity's Dick Undone.
Allen added a third period goal,
his third of the match, as the
Falcons coasted to their 12 win
against two losses. It was BG's
sixth consecutive win and 22
straight at home.
Besides the hat trick of Allen and
Blyth, six other Falcons figured In
the scoring. Eric Preston had two
goals, while Tom Stephens, Dennis
Murphy, Rick Wlnchell and Paul
Turpln added single markers.
"We made some mistakes
because it Is hard to play against
this type of team, but we passed
the puck well," the coach said.

All Winter Suits 3 3
f

Other Sale Items
• Broken Sizes on Assorted Merchandise
• Special Prices on Shoes
• Selected Scarfs and Mittens
All Bermudas — $9.99

99
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Rehearsals for 'The Big Day'

Miss BGSU--1969
Twenty-three coeds will be In
the limelight this weekend when
they compete for the title of Miss
BGSU.
The ninth annual Miss BGSU
Pageant, sponsored by Alpha Tau
Omega social fraternity, Is a local
preliminary contest to the Miss
Ohio Pageant.
Tonight, 10 semt-flnallsts will
be chosen from the contestants
In the Grand Ballroom. Tomorrow at 8 p.m., the field will be
narrowed to five, and from these,
the winner will be crowned.
The 23 representatives from
sororities and housing units will
be Judged on their beauty, poise
and talent In the swlmsult, evening gown, talent and personality
competitions.
John Qulnn, senior In education
and chairman of the pageant, will
be the master of ceremonies. He
will be assisted by Leslie Hippie
the current Miss Ohio, from Louisville and a sophomore at the University of Cincinnati.
Prlscllla A. Ruland, the reigning Miss BGSU from Fremont
who represented Delta Zeta social sorority last year, will crown
the new queen Friday evening.

'
FORMER MISS BGSU-Paulette Breen, a for
mar Miss BGSU Uads this year's contest-

|

ants through on* of the group numbers.

The pageant Judges are O. Hugh
Lange, executive director of the
Miss Ohio Pageant; Paulina Wlthrow of Toledo's Bach Conservatory; Fred Chapman of University of Toledo's speech and theatre
department; Oliver Collar of the

Chi Omega , Karen Sue Joseph.
Delta Gamma, Cynthia Ann Norbut; Delta Sigma Theta, Beverly
Evans; Delta Zeta, Maxlne Lentz,
Gamma Phi Beta, Scherry Haskett;
Kappa Delta, Judy Jagger; Phi
Mu, Kathy Lynn Bauman.

Lima News; Mary La Rue Mather
of Toledo's Patricia Stephens Finishing School; and Sally Schwab
of Toledo's Daryl Jarvls Dancing
School.

Dorm'tory candidates are: Ashley, Janet Sue Eisner; Chapman,
Stephanie Lynne Jordanek; Dunbar, Susan Beth Hannah; Harmon,
Karen Elaine Patterson; Lowry,
Julie Spltzer; McDonald East, Susan Irene Reszka.

The winner will earn the right
to compete for the title of Miss
Ohio at Cedar Point this summer.
The sorority candidates are:
Alpha Chi Om;ga, Connie Hartley;
Alpha Delta Pi, Nancy Jeanne Sutter; Alpha Gamma Delta, Stephanie
Flckel; Alpha PhL Janice Jones;
Alpha XI Delta, Susan Schaefer;

McDonald North, Kathryn France; McDonald West, Rebecca Stout; Mooney, Judith Johnson; Prout, Judith Shoup; and Treadway,
Pamela Breeding.
The Miss BGSU Pageant is free
and open to the public.

ONE OF THE HOPEFULS-Eoch contestant hopes all her
hours of practice for the talent competition will pay off.
Becky Stout of McDonald West displays her talent to another contestant.

EMPTY NOW, BUT-Tonight the Ballroom
will be filled with spectators as 23 co-eds

vie for the Miss BGSU crown in semi-final
competition.
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